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A U T H O R'S I N T R O D U C T I O N
Influence/Reality Sets are the crux, core and substance of numerology forecasting, indispensible to the King's
Numerologytm system and to anyone choosing to know where they've been, where they are now and where
they're headed. They are obligatory for any serious student of numerology.

There are 81 IR Sets. The King's Book of Numerology 5: IR Sets – Level 1 contains over 700 examples of real
life case studies, offering a general explanation of each of the 81 IR Sets in order to create a foundation on
which to build a greater understanding of how life's events affect us. Serving as an excellent reference source for
Influence/Reality Sets, KBN5 is a starting point from which to grow greater knowledge of one's self and destiny.

IR Sets give us a general blueprint of the varying lessons, influences, subjects, themes, events and situations of
our lives as we travel down and navigate the highways and byways, mountains and valleys, meadows and
deserts of our destiny. They inform us as to how we will generally respond to such lessons, influences and
situations, giving us a forewarning so we can prepare, adjust and remain balanced. IR Sets empower us with
knowledge we can use to manage our lives successfully on a daily basis, knowledge without which we are
traveling blind through a journey filled with twists and turns, unknown circumstances, potential storms and mine
fields.

Regardless of our age, IR Sets allow us to see a full picture of our life – past, present and future. Seeing our past
validates our experiences of that time, allowing us to understand them and let go of what has been, to forgive
and move on. Knowing our present helps us manage daily circumstances efficiently, and having a glimpse of the
future allows us to prepare and adjust beforehand so we don't get blind-sided and sucker-punched by the blows
and strikes, slings and arrows, tumults and tempests of life.

It takes courage to see the blueprint of one's life, but what's the alternative? Traveling blind and unprotected on a
journey where we have no idea what to expect? Our destinies are not unknown.

We can know them if we choose and be grateful recipients of such knowledge. We can know life on levels we
never knew existed, levels which will lift us into higher realms of consciousness and reality, for with every step

we take up the mountain reality changes. When we see the whole picture from higher vantage points we gain a
state of knowing that can only benefit us in our journey.

As a note, please remember that no one IR Set exists in a vacuum. Every IR Set is a piece of the numeric puzzle
that is our life. Voids and Challenges play a major role in how each IR Set is manifested. Stacking and linkage
create intensity and continuity – major factors determining the effect of any Influence/Reality pattern.

Make no mistake. IR Sets are a gift for those willing to receive them, study them and apply their vast level of
knowledge to make our lives more understandable, manageable, easier, better, whole.

Yours in the knowledge of understanding the Divine Design of Your Life,

Richard Andrew King

